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Abstract— In this paper we present survey on many image processing discipline that are involved to recognize destruction 

causes of natural catastrophe such that earthquake, tsunami, land slide etc.. Because it is time consuming to recognize 

destruction by human being eyes, it is effective to try image processing. Damage detection includes some combination of 

image processing and multi temporal event data as well as mono temporal event data to find out affected area. Many image 

processing methods have been applied to get impact of catastrophe. In this survey many image processing discipline are 

considered such that edge extraction, edge thinning, unsupervised classification, histogram, and segmentation etc. 
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I.  INTRODUCTION  

A natural catastrophe is utmost inauspicious occurrence resulting from natural activities of the Earth; examples 

include land slide, floods, volcanic emission, earthquakes, tsunamis, and other geologic actions. A geological 

catastrophe can generate loss of life or goods destruction, and typically leaves some financially destruction in its 

rouse, the seriousness of which depends on the affected population's resilience, or capability to recover.
 [Wiki] 

An unfavourable incident will not mount to the level of a catastrophe if it happens in an area without endangered 

population. In unsafe area, such as San Francisco, an earthquake can have catastrophic effects and leave long 

term destruction, taking years to reconstruct. 

Earthquakes are one of the most miserable natural destruction have an impact on humanity. More than ten lakhs 

earthquakes happen globally every year, which equalizes to roughly two earthquakes per minute. During the 

period of 2001-2011 alone, disasters have caused more than 780,000 deaths, with earthquakes accounting for 

nearly 60% of all disaster-related mortality. 
[1] 

The extent of the destruction generated by this catastrophic occurrence needs to be evaluated quickly in order to 

diminish its consequences by setting the corresponding agencies in motion. This can be systematically operated 

using remote sensing technology that gives updated facts and figures about the earth surface characteristics. 

Change detection approach can be used to recognize the earthquake-induced destructions using the pre event 

and post event aerial photographs or satellite images by comparing and analyzing them. There are also many 

other methods for gathering information on damage caused by earthquakes such as field observation, aerial 

television imagery, and spacecraft imagery.
[3]    

 

Aerial photography has been applied broadly for aerial surveying and photogrammetric. Because of its very high 

spatial decision, aerial photographs were engaged to recognize destruction due to earthquakes (e.g., Ogawa and 

Yamazaki, 2000). Digital aerial cameras, recently developed and introduced for aerial photography, have 

considerably higher radiometric decision. Thus, aerial camera can take appreciable clear pictures of the earth 

surface than an analog camera does.
[4] 

When a wide-area natural disaster such as a vast earthquake happened, the span and graveness of its destruction 

should be immediately observed in order to take a decision for Life/property supporting activities. With human 
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works only, it is hard to approximate the destruction in a global view. This is main reason because of that we 

scrutinize usability of image processing techniques implemented to aerial photographs. However, whether this 

technique is truly beneficial for the purpose depends on crucially the accuracy of the outcomes of image 

processing.
 [7]  

 

II. PRIMARY FACTORS AFFECTING AERIAL PHOTO 

Aerial photography has been applied since the first hot air balloon to give a new outlook to the objects and 

landscapes in our world.  Many mapping, engineering, and observing assignments rely on an intelligible 

interpretation of the huge scale goods and belongings of geographic area, making aerial photography the 

ultimate tool for acquiring these facts and figures. Aerial photography is an effortless and economical solution to 

which we can quickly establish and get aerial pictures. But   to get significant aerial pictures we have to care 

about some factors. 

1. Light is one of the dominant circumstances influencing any aerial photography? Unlike indoor 

photography where many origin of light are obtainable, aerial photography depends completely on the 

light given by the Sun. Ground based photography is best done in the morning or evening because 

shadows are hidden behind the content. Aerial photography reveals these shadows, so we attempt to 

capture aerial pictures when the Sun is highest in the sky. Taking aerial photos when the Sun is in 

perpendicular position will decrease the shadows that visible in our aerial pictures; improve sharpness 

and decreasing “visual clutter”. 

2. Angle is another primary factor influencing any aerial photo. There are three main angles from which 

aerial photos are clicked. Each produces a disparate visual effect. They are recorded as follows: 

(i)Vertical – Vertical images are taken with the camera pointing straight down. This is a best angle for 

observing, because it gives the photo a scale that we can use to calculate the distance between contents. 

(ii)Low Oblique – Low oblique photos are taken from an angle of forty degrees from erect. They 

provide a large view of the land, but it is unable to show the horizon. 

(iii)High Oblique – High slanting image are taken not less than seventy degrees from erect, and include 

the horizon. High slanting images will dispense a very immense overview of geographic region, and it 

can present fluctuating amounts of sky in the image depending on the angle from the earth. 

3. Atmospheric affects  which influence the look of our aerial photos, they are as below: 

(i) Haze – Haze is traditionally an atmospheric circumstance where dust, smoke and other dust particles 

unclear the sharpness of the sky. Haze grievously bounds the dissimilarity of our photo, because the 

light released from them had to move through hundreds of feet of haze before passing the camera. Haze 

is most usual in populated region, where there is notable impurity, and during the summer months. 

Even if weather conditions aren’t ultimate, we can decrease their impact on our photos by shooting 

with the sun at the rear of the camera. This neglects showing haze or smoke in the climate. 

(ii) Clouds – Clouds can also detain aerial photography, by spreading light and casting large shadows 

on the region. Predominantly cumulus clouds (large, low clouds) are the most confusing, but even thin 

cirrus (high and wisp like) clouds can cause a loss of lighting. Try to take aerial photo on days with a 

minimum amount of cloud cover. 

4. Motion another factor which affects aerial photography.  If the camera or objects are moving relative to 

one another, then unclear image will occur during the exposure time. By decreasing the exposure time 

(increasing the shutter speed) we can diminish blurring in our aerial photos. We can also decrease 

image blurring by matching speed and direction with the target. 

5. Planning the flight is most important reason that we need to consider when planning an aerial 

photography flight is the weather. An ideal day for aerial photography would be quiet, completely clear 

of clouds, and free of any atmospheric intervention (smog, cloud, haze etc.). 

 

III. AN OVERVIEW OF DAMAGE DETECTION 

Many methods have been introduced for destruction recognition. These processes can be predominantly divided 

into two categories: 

(1) Methods that recognize changes in middle of pre-event data and post-event data, and 

(2) Methods that explain only post-event data. 

The leading dissimilarity between these two categories of methods lies in their quality and applicability of the 

consequences. Compared to methods using only post-event data, more exact outcomes can be acquired by those 

using pre- and post-event data.  

The prime benefit of methods using only post-event data is that destruction recognition can be supervised 

without reference data and is worthy for quick initial damage analysis and swift acknowledgement; despite that, 
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the obvious disadvantage of mono temporal techniques is less adequate detection consequences given the 

difficultly in absolutely identifying destruction without knowing what existed before the earthquake. While 

when pre-event data are accessible, there can be a problem getting reliable and perfect results because of big 

color and spectral dissimilarity in middle of the pre-event and post-event data. 

 

IV. LITERATURE SURVEY  

(1) E. Sumer , M. Turker presented a scheme for recognizing the earthquake-damaged buildings through shadow 

analysis of the watershed segmented post-event aerial imagery. In the proposed destruction recognition method 

the post-event aerial photograph of the region was pre-processed using histogram equalization technique to 

dispense better discrimination between the buildings and their shadows. Thereafter the buildings were selected 

one-by-one using the vector building boundary information. Then, for each building, the shadow-producing 

edges were determined. A buffer zone was generated along the shadow edges of the buildings. This was 

followed by the execution of the watershed segmentation algorithm. For all building, a binary-colored result 

representing the shadow and non-shadow zone was generated. Finally, the precision evaluation was carried out 

by differentiating the analyzed buildings with the reference data.[3].  

 

(2) Fumio Yamazaki, Daisuke Suzuki and Yoshihisa Maruyama work on pixel based grouping and object based 

grouping in which Extraction of building damage was managed using digital aerial images for a residential 

region in City, captured before and after the earthquake. Image classification was carried out by pixel-based and 

object-based methods for the pre-event and post-event images. Because salt-and-pepper noises were seen in the 

pixel-based classification result, the object-based classification is examined to be more suitable to classify very 

high-resolution aerial images of dense urban areas [4]. 

 

(3) Thomas Oommen, Umaa Rebbapragada, and Daniel Cerminaro work on differentiation of traditional pixel 

based change detection using image differencing with object based change analysis for characterizing 

earthquake instigated surface effects. The study was carried out using the high resolution pre- and post-event 

Quick bird panchromatic image from Haiti. The pixel-based approach identifies several changes in middle of the 

pre- and post-event dates; however, it is not possible to distinguish the earthquake instigated surface effects 

from other changes based on the pixel values alone. The object-based approach enables to segment the image 

into objects based on the location and the pixel value and analyze the object properties to characterize the 

change image. [5]. 

 

(4) Yoshihisa Maruyama & Fumio Yamazaki proposes a new procedure to identify damaged sections of 

expressway following an earthquake using a digital aerial image. Before performing the procedure, the image 

was smoothed by median filter with a 3x3 pixel window. The median filter was applied to the image five times 

in order to reduce the salt-and-pepper noise in the results. HSI transformation was conducted, and then the 

brightness (intensity) image was used for image processing. Pixels on the road surface were removed based on a 

differential operation using the Sobel filter with a 3 x 3 pixel 

Window (Parker 1997), since the change of intensity between pixels on the road surface is small. Then, the 

direction of the expressway was estimated from the histogram of edge angles. The centerlines and lane lines 

were then eliminated as road components. The damaged sections of the expressway were then detected. [6]. 

 

(5) F. Samadzadegan, H. Rastiveisi proposed method that can be classified in “Image to Image” and “Map to 

Image” strategies. The “Image to Image” scheme is based on differentiation between pre-event and post-event 

images. In these schemes, after registration of images, buildings in both images are extracted and compared with 

each other. Different pixel-based or object-oriented change detection algorithms are some of applied method in 

this strategy. These methods were used by several researches for automatic damage assessment. In the “Map to 

Image” strategy, after geo-referencing the map and the post-event image, locations of all buildings on the image 

is specified. Then, by extracting and computing spectral, textural and structural features for each candidate 

building, situation of the building is inspected. This strategy was used in many damage assessment studies. [10]. 

 

(6) M. A. Guler , M. Turkeran proposed an approach was presented for recognizing the collapsed buildings due to 

earthquake. The suggested perspective is based on the perceptual grouping and utilizes the relationship between 

the buildings and the cast shadows. The results of the analysis reveal that cast shadows can provide very useful 

indication for recognizing the collapsed buildings. Edge detection and vectorization are performed to extract 

edges and generate line segments. Then to classify the line segments, a two-level hierarchical method was used 

that is stated perceptual grouping. After classification the line segments through the perceptual grouping 

procedure, the conditions of the buildings were calculated on a building-by-building basis.   [11]. 
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(7) TAO Xiaxin , LI Ping and China P. R. examined the possible use of low-resolution satellite images to 

identify the intensity of the damaged area. The pre-earthquake and post-earthquake images were used to 

investigate earthquake destruction recognition using change detection methodologies based on mathematics. 

Author attempted to put forward a new method to strengthen the grey scale change caused by earthquake, and 

lighten the change caused by other reasons. The method was actualized in histogram matching of pre- and post-

earthquake satellite images. This approach had a good effect in the following change detection between the pre- 

and post earthquake satellite images. [9] 

 

 

(8) Takumi Fukuoka and Shunichi Koshimura performed a supervised classification of tsunami debris by an 

object-based analysis of post-event aerial photographs. While existing  methods to classify debris considered 

NIR spectral reflectances, they explored the method to classify debris by RGB variabilities. Moreover, they 

quantified debris covering areas from the result. In order to quantify the damage, they need to clarify a 

relationship between the quantity of debris and the number of collapsed buildings [8]. 

 

(9) Takaaki Kusakabe, Akihiro Sanada finds that for areal-type damage like slope failure, 1)edge extraction, 2) 

unsupervised classification, 3)texture analysis, 4) edge enhancement and 5)operations in middle of images are 

acceptable to recognize destructed region. In this way, it is possible to find areal-type damage. However, for 

liner-type damage such as horizontal difference, it is comparatively difficult to detect damage. In that case, 

extraction by human should be applied and in order to help staff to extract, it is effective to overlay other data to 

focus on specific area to check. [2]. 

 

V.  CONCLUSION 

 

 After survey of papers we find that most of the author used two types of approaches. In the first approach pre 

and post images of injured region are used and using change detection method includes post-classification 

comparison acquires damage information. In another approach many properties in spectra, texture, edge, spatial 

relationship, structure, and shape in post-event data have been used for destruction recognition. This paper 

attempts to study and provides a brief knowledge about the different damage detection approaches and 

applicability of different image processing techniques to acquire damage information. Most common approaches 

for damage detection can be used edge extraction, edge enhancement, texture analysis, unsupervised 

classification, post classification comparison, Fourier transformation, color based segmentation, comparison of 

histogram of edge direction etc. This survey gives theoretical knowledge about different damage detection 

methods and approaches. 
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